
Crypto – From a sea of red to a sea of green within a single day

Description

How’s everyone doing? If you were freaking out over the dip the past few days (especially this
afternoon), I hope you read my previous post dispelling all the FUD and remained calm despite the
markets selling off.

If you haven’t already seen it, head over to read how I made 178% on a trade while the rest of the 
crypto markets were tanking (seriously, 1 out of the top 100 coins!) and why I believe this FUD will 
soon be behind us once people realise the truth about all the misreporting.

For those of you on Patreon, I posted earlier today about what coin I bought during the dip and why I
felt comfortable buying it even though everyone else was freaking out.

Did I sell anything today while there was blood on the streets, and everyone was panic-selling? Yeah,
all I sold was DGD – because it exceeded the fair value I attributed to it.

I didn’t manage to get a screenshot of this same list this afternoon, but see this video for how it was a 
sea of red then.

Did I buy anything today? Definitely yes – these dips are when I buy in bulk. Compare with how the
stuff on my to-buy list looks like now:

Full disclosure: The above photo only shows my top picks in my watchlist. Obviously I don’t have 
enough money to spread myself out across so many coins, neither did I buy all of them today. 
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As long as you follow these golden rules, you’ll be fine during the crashes:

Invest with only money you can afford to lose
Do your due diligence and avoid shitcoins
Don’t chase the pumps if you’re investing

With love,
Budget Babe
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